Cynet for MSSPs
Managed Security-as-a-Service at Scale

Give your customers proactive protection from dynamic and advanced cyber threats

As an MSSP, your customers rely on you to keep them safe from the myriad risks they face each day. But knowing which tools are the optimal fit for the job can be complex. Cynet 360 offers complete breach protection services, providing a single multi-tenant platform that simplifies the task of delivering holistic security across your entire customer base.

Cynet 360 is the ultimate force multiplier, enabling MSSPs to provide their customers with unmatched security, without the need for multiple products and resources. It provides maximum threat visibility and responsiveness, enhancing security team productivity and increasing ROI. Only Cynet 360 gives the power of proactive 24/7 MDR services, continuously monitoring all alerts across your customers’ environments to keep them protected at all times, even from the most complex threats.

Key Benefits

- **Designed for MSSP**
  Scalable tenant-multi platform

- **Sell a highly differentiated service**
  XDR, Response automation and 24/7 MDR, in one platform

- **Reduce management & delivery costs**
  Extremely rapid deployment

- **Tailored to your success**
  Pricing structure enables high margins for partners

Give your customers proactive protection from dynamic and advanced cyber threats

- Prevention & Detection for endpoints, network, and users

- Multi-tenant, scalable platform designed for MSSPs

- Proactive 24/7 MDR services included

- Attractive margins
ABOUT US

Cynet’s end-to-end, natively automated XDR platform, backed by a 24/7 MDR service was purpose-built to enable lean IT security teams to achieve comprehensive and effective protection regardless of their resources, team size or skills.

Cynet delivers the prevention and detection capabilities of EPP, EDR, NDR, Deception, UBA rules and CSPM, together with alert and activity correlation and extensive response automation capabilities.

Our vision is to enable security teams to put their cybersecurity on autopilot and focus their limited resources on managing security rather than operating it.

Bring sanity back to cybersecurity with a fresh approach that makes protecting your organization easy and stress-less.
Key benefits of Cynet 360 for MSSPs

Designed for MSSPs

• Scalable multi-tenant platform
• True client separation down to the data
• Centralized dashboard: alerts, forensics & remediation
• Supports both full-management and end-client management

Sell a highly differentiated service

• A complete XDR platform - including NGAV, EPP, EDR, UBA Rules, Network Detection Rules and Deception
• Fully Automated Threat Response Workflows - Investigation, Root Cause Analysis, Impact Analysis, Remediation - providing SIEM and SOAR capabilities
• Single solution, providing full coverage of Users, Hosts, Files, & Network
• Proactive 24/7 MDR services included for all clients
• Single license with all features and services included

Reduce management & delivery costs

• Extremely rapid deployment – up to 5,000 endpoints in 1 hour
• Replace multiple solution providers with a single pre-integrated offering
• Lightweight agent minimizes maintenance requirements
• Multiple agent deployment methods
• Entire environment monitored 24/7 by Cynet

Tailored for your success

• Cynet’s partner pricing structure enables higher margins to partners
• Marketing – tailored collateral, webinars, and case studies
• Sales – expert sales reps and SEs across the entire sales cycle
• Technical support across deployment, management, and maintenance
• Partner Portal access to Cynet Academy which includes Sales & Technical training, tech & sales videos, and certification
ENDPOINT PROTECTION: Unmatched protection against advanced endpoint threats, including NGAV, device control, critical resource protection and more.

EXTENDED THREAT DETECTION: Expanded visibility across endpoints, networks and users provides layered protection capabilities of EDR, Deception, User Behavior Analytics rules, Network detection rules, sandboxing and threat intelligence out of the box.

CSPM & SSPM: Monitor and correct SaaS and Cloud application configuration errors to eliminate security risks.

IT & SECURITY OPERATIONS: Extensive operational functions natively included, such as IT Hygiene, Vulnerability Management and asset inventory capabilities.

CENTRALIZED LOG MANAGEMENT: Collects and integrates critical log data needed for threat analysis using a powerful query language along with intuitive graphics and dashboards.

EVENT CORRELATION: Analyzes signals from native Cynet controls, system logs and any other sources to correlate data into actionable incidents.

FORENSICS: Investigate threats and conduct threat hunting with instant access to forensic artifacts collected from Cynet agents, logs and other system resources using powerful search and visualization tools.

AUTOMATED INVESTIGATION: Cynet automatically launches an investigation upon detecting high risk threats to instantly uncover the root cause and full scope of the attack.

AUTOMATED REMEDIATION: Cynet provides the widest array of automated remediation actions to instantly contain and remediate detected threats across endpoints, networks, users and SaaS applications.

REMEDIATION PLAYBOOKS: Leverage pre-built or customized playbooks that combine multiple remediation actions to eradicate all traces of identified threats.

24/7 MONITORING: Ensures dangerous threats are identified and properly addressed around the clock – ideal for resource-constrained teams.

INCIDENT RESPONSE: Assistance in remote Incident Response with investigation, comprehensive remediation plan and guidance.

THREAT HUNTING: Proactively searches for hidden threats across the environment.

ATTACK REPORTS: Written overview and detailed technical insights on attack techniques.

BECOME A PARTNER
Start Extending Proactive and Adaptive Security to your customers.

Stop breaches. Stop working late.
With the unified cybersecurity platform built for lean IT security teams